GREEK123®
learn greek the proven way

CURRICULUM MATERIALS
Young Learners
A complete introduction for preschoolers and kindergarteners, the program, founded on proven methods, prepares young students for continuing studies with enjoyable, engaging curriculum.

School Age
This seven-level course to Greek language fluency is the Young Learners’ next step, and the starting point for any age student without knowledge of Greek.

Adult
School Age curriculum learning objectives at an accelerated pace have proven Adult Level coursework effective for thousands studying at home and in university classrooms worldwide.

Extras
Supplemental materials for classroom and home including auxiliary books for all levels and ages, learning software, classroom posters, and flashcards are available.
Our Method

Our unique approach to teaching Greek as a second language combines our proven, traditional teaching methods and technology that work hand in hand. This carefully organized and structured method uses textbooks and a plethora of teacher’s resources that, combined with our digital platform, create innovative, motivating courses, which both teachers and learners will enjoy.

*A step-by-step, level-by-level, proven roadmap to fluency.*
The curriculum begins with topic-based lessons building a solid foundation of the Greek language with each sequential level building upon the last.

Organized and structured lessons from the Student’s Book and eBook make it easy to teach. The levels are clearly marked and separated, giving teachers a clear understanding of their students’ progress at all times.

There is thorough practice of all skills – Reading, Writing, Listening, and Speaking – in each unit, as well as a featured grammar point with plenty of exercises for practice.

This is a carefully organized teaching method with specific goals and aims that will lead children to become fluent in the Greek language, a method that leads to different standardized certifications.

Experience the Heritage™

Our curriculum is rich in cultural content that brings the Greek experience to students. Traditions, customs, and everyday life in Greece are brought to life through ongoing stories and special sections with fun, creative craft activities, cultural references relating to important Greek holidays, level-appropriate vocabulary relating to the cultural topic, as well as songs, poems, and plays for schools to show parents how much their children have learned and developed in the Greek language.

Time Tested

Teachers and schools have trusted Greek123 for over 60 years. Proven Method has brought Greek fluency to students worldwide. While our method of teaching combines our proven approach to learning, it always keeps up with new teaching methods and trends!
Preschool
Introductory series for the youngest learners. Learn all the Greek letters and dozens of words through fun and engaging activities. Special dry-erase pages allow for endless penmanship practice! Perfect practice before Kindergarten.

Preschool Package Άλφα – Βήτα
Package includes:
- Book Volumes I & II
- Coloring Book
- Sticker Book
- Alphabet Songs (CD)
- Greek Songs for Children (DVD)

Kindergarten
Simple method for children introduces the Greek alphabet and age-appropriate vocabulary. Children learn how to formulate letters into words, recognize objects in everyday life, and read syllables and simple words.

Kindergarten Package
Classic Series: My First Book
Package includes:
- Student’s Book
- Activity Book with removable flash cards
- Audio Program
- Greek Songs for Children (DVD)
- Sticker Book
- Coloring Book

Advanced Kindergarten
Looking for extra reading practice before moving on to Level 1?
The Advanced Kindergarten Package is both a great tool to further enhance a student’s reading skills and excellent for schools that have more than two levels before Level 1.
Level 1

The most popular level for beginning students ages 6 and up. A student’s first exposure to Greek grammar through a simple, proven method. Level 1 teaches students the alphabet, how to formulate words into sentences, recognize objects in everyday life, develop their first short conversations, and build towards reading and comprehension fluency.

Level 1 Package
Classic Series: Level One Primer
Package includes:
- Student’s Book
- Activity Book
- Audio Program

GX Level 1 Package
GX integrated learning series featuring books and digital platform
Package includes:
- Student’s Book
- Activity Book & Culture Book
- 12 Month Student’s Subscription
- Free Teacher Digital Access
- Teacher’s Guides, Assessments, Audio Downloads, Reporting

Meet Niko and Eleni, the heroes of Πενταχάρτη, and their family – Anna, Manolis, and the grandparents. The characters take learners on an exciting journey of knowledge, introducing them to the Greek language and culture through fun dialogues, stories, and activities.

Conversational 1 Package
Great resource for students seeking additional interpersonal speaking help or as reinforcement before moving on to Level 2.

Don’t forget cuddly Rita, mischievous Pi, and loyal Scot. They too have a part to play in the learning fun.
Level 2

Continuation of Level 1. Level 2 expands on grammar theory learned with more extensive teaching of Level 1 verbs in present tense as well as masculine, feminine, and neuter nouns. The three adjective genders are broken down more comprehensively and taught in simplest form for young students to learn.

Level 2 Package

Classic Series: Children from the Neighborhood

Package includes:
- Student’s Book
- Activity Book
- Let’s Learn Greek CD-ROM
- Audio Program

The ongoing Level 1 story picks up where it left off. When Niko and Eleni begin to read the old book given to them by Pappou and Yiayia and are pulled into a magical, time-traveling adventure back to Ancient Athens! Not everything is fun and games, however, and the kids must find a way back home!

There is thorough practice of all skills — Reading, Writing, Listening, and Speaking — in each unit, as well as a featured grammar point with plenty of exercises for practice. Teachers and students are given all the tools necessary for the Level 2 path towards certification and fluency.
Level 3  |  GX Level 3 Package

GX integrated learning series featuring books and digital platform

Package includes:
- Student’s Book
- Activity Book & Culture Book
- 12 Month Student’s Subscription
- Free Teacher Digital Access
- Teacher’s Guides, Assessments, Audio Downloads, Reporting

Level 3  |  Classic Series: A Greek Family

Learning points
- Learn about the life of a traditional Greek family
- Build reading, speaking, and grammar skills

Package includes:
- Student’s Book
- Activity Book
- Audio Program

Level 3  |  Classic Series: My Cousin in Athens

Learning points
- Learn about Greek diaspora
- Expansion of reading, speaking, and grammar skills

Package includes:
- Student’s Book
- Activity Book
- History of Ancient Greece Book
- Audio Program

Level 4  |  Classic Series: Stories and Myths

Learning points
- Discover the world of ancient Greek mythology as well as Aesop’s Fables
- Learn about the origins of Greek traditions and customs

Package includes:
- Student’s Book
- Activity Book
- Geography of Greece Book
- Audio Program

Level 6  |  Classic Series: 30 Days in Greece

Learning points
- Introduces historic sites and landmarks
- Traces student’s journey through Greece

Package includes:
- Student’s Book
- Activity Book
- Audio Program

Level 7  |  Classic Series: Gems of Greek Literature

Learning points
- Reading passages from ancient and modern Greek literature
- 48 Lessons with 260 pages of new material

Package includes:
- Student’s Book
- Activity Book
Modern Greek for Beginners is for novice students ages high school to adult. Now in its 8th Edition, the reader contains over 400 pages of material, including lessons for Greek reading, grammar, and cultural sections about everyday life in Greece.

Included are over 2,000 vocabulary words and a Greek to English and English to Greek dictionary. Modern Greek for Beginners has become the standard for serious students in homes, high schools, and universities worldwide.

There are dialogue sections in Greek and English and question sections for each reading. The dialogues are also live-action videos that were filmed in Greece.

Advanced Modern Greek Part II

Learning points
- For advanced students after completion of Modern Greek for Beginners
- Develops language fluency

Package includes:
- Textbook
- Workbook
- 333 Greek Verbs

333 Greek Verbs

Contains 333 of the most popular Greek verbs, translated into English with examples of their idiomatic use. Verb tenses include present, past continuous, past simple, future continuous, future simple, present perfect, past perfect, and future perfect. They are fully conjugated in both active and passive voice.
New Website Coming Soon!

- Discounted school pricing
- Express ordering
- View sample PDFs
- Sample requests

www.greek123.com